
ANNEX I 

Foreign qualifications valid for access to university 

1. QUALIFICATIONS ACHIEVED AT THE END OF A PERIOD OF AT LEAST 12 YEARS OLD SCHOOL 

Such licenses shall be valid for access to undergraduate degrees and postgraduate courses at the 

single-cycle Italian universities provided that allow access to a course similar to that which is required in Italy 

at Universities of the country where they apply. 

In calculating the age of twelve should be considered activities, where the pre-school year provided 

that: 

- The frequency of that year is mandatory and integral part of the curriculum; 

- The program provides for the teaching of reading and writing in the mother tongue and the first elements 

of the calculation arithmetic; 

2. QUALIFICATIONS ACHIEVED AT THE END OF A PERIOD OF LESS THAN 12 YEARS OLD SCHOOL 

Students must submit, in addition to the original diploma of secondary education, including 

certification academic attesting the overcoming of all exams: 

- For the first year of university studies, in the case of the local school system of eleven years; 

- For the first two academic years in the case of the local school system for ten years. 

This certification complements the academic qualifications of secondary school attained with less 

than twelve years schooling in Italy only allows the registration to the first academic year and enrollment 

with short course only in the case where the duration of the university frequency is higher than the period 

useful to supplement the school path missing. 

NB: The final award of post-secondary studies obtained in a non-university tertiary institute can be 

accepted as a supplementary title of schooling less than 12 years. 

3. SECURITIES ISSUED BY INSTITUTIONS OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES BASED IN CHURCH ITALY APPROVED BY THE 

HOLY SEE 

These securities must be endorsed only by the competent ecclesiastical authority and duly 

authenticated by the Prefecture of Rome (Office stamp). Candidates in possession of the securities so 

endorsed and legalized, have University or the Competent representation only a photocopy of the same title 

and produced the original after the admission tests at the time of any actual enrollment. 

4. TITLE OF THE UNITED STATES HIGH SCHOOL 

- They can be enrolled in the first academic year, students in possession of the title of High School who have 

taken at least three "Advanced Placements U.S." (APs), one of which is mandatory in Italian and the other 

two in different subjects related to the course of study required university. 

- Can be fully enrolled in courses taught in English students in possession of title High School who have taken 

at least three "Advanced Placements" U.S. "(APs) on related to the course of study required university. 

- They can be registered also students who are already in possession of the requirements of the previous 

standards, namely: 

 



title of High School and later integrated: two full years of the further course of "College" and the 

achieved fitness for the transition to the third year, or from one year to complete the course of further 

"College" achieved with the fitness for the transition to the second year and the overcoming of four 

"Advanced Placements U.S. "(APs) in different subjects related to the course of study required university. If 

one of the "APS" is Italian is considered to be valid for all academic courses. 

The integration is valid even if the frequency of the next path to the achievement of title of High 

School takes place at academic institutions of another country. In this case, the competent bodies academics 

assess the adequacy of the route which may not be shorter than one year. 

To access the courses of the medical-health, it is not required to have specific requirements further. 

5. SECURITIES UK 

These securities allow the registration if attest least six different subjects, of which at least three to 

advanced level (A level) related to the degree required ("course requirements"). If a promotion at advanced 

is "Italian", the same is valid for all academic courses. 

Diplomas obtained at the end of the British schools in Annex 2 - point 3, are valid for enrollment at 

Italian universities and under specific conditions laid down in the agreements concluded with Italy Great 

Britain. 

6. SECURITIES GREEK - "Apolityrion" 

Such securities shall permit the registration only if they are obtained from the average minimum 

enough points 10 to 20. 

Candidates must also have obtained the certificate of academic named "Veveossi PROSVASSIS. " 

Are exempted solely those found to have achieved the '"first Apolityrion 1999 and can prove they 

have been living in Italy during the period 1999/2001, coinciding with the transitional period laid down by 

the recent Greek legislation in order to achieve, by way of amnesty, the predicted certificate. 


